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"Palestinian, Syrian Migrants Raise Concerns over Forced
Deportation by Turkish Authorities"
•

Palestinian Refugee Pronounced Dead South of Syria

•

Abdul Hadi Underscores Need for Funds to Reconstruct Yarmouk Camp

•

Palestinian Refugee Arrested by Opposition Forces in Idlib

•

Palestinian Family Held in Syrian Gov’t Prisons for 5th Year

Victims
Palestinian refugee Omar AlShaer, from the Fourth Division, died
as he fought alongside the Syrian government forces against ISIS in
AlSuweida suburbs, south of Syria.
AlShaer, a resident of Yarmouk Camp, was a member of the Syrian
opposition outfits, before he joined pro-government forces.

Latest Developments
Palestinian and Syrian migrants expressed deep concern over the
intent of the Turkish authorities to forcibly send them back to Syria
as many of them overstayed their visas and others crept into the
country via illegal routes.
The migrants said the Turkish police tightened security grip and
intensified presence across border areas. Several security
checkpoints have also been pitched across the Turkish territories.
A few days earlier, a number of refugees from Syria were deported
from Istanbul after authorities found out that they had illegally
entered the country.

According to unofficial data, some 8,000 Palestinians from Syria
have been taking refuge in Turkey, where they have faced dire living
conditions and been banned access to the local labor market.

Meanwhile, head of the political department of the Palestine
Liberation Organization in Damascus, Anwar Abdul Hadi, said huge
funds are needed for the reconstruction of Yarmouk Camp.
Abdul Hadi said efforts have been underway to cooperate with the
Syrian authorities over the rehabilitation of Yarmouk Camp, among
other destroyed zones.
He vowed that a budget will be allotted soon to repair ruined homes
and allow civilians a safe return to the camp.
The Syrian government forces regained control over Yarmouk Camp
and southern Damascus towns following a 33-day military
operation launched on April 21. At least 33 civilians were killed and
dozens more injured in the offensive. Heavy material damage was
wrought on civilian buildings and property.
Over 80% of buildings in Yarmouk Camp have been either totally or
partially destroyed in the warfare. 90% of homes have been
subjected to burglary and looting.

In the meantime, Palestinian refugee Anan Khaled Abu
AlAynein, aged 63, was arrested by Faylaq AlRahman forces.
The arrestee has been held captive for the seventh day. The reasons
for his detention remain unidentified.
Several other refugees have been arrested by the opposition outfits
north of Syria over allegations of drug trafficking or alleged
affiliations with ISIS terror group.

Along the same line, alarm bells have been sounded over the
unknown fate of several Palestinian families who have been held
captive in Syrian dungeons.
The list of missing families includes the Mouloud Khaled
AlAbdullah family, kidnapped on July 27, 2013 at a government-run
checkpoint in Nisreen Street, in the AlTadhamun neighborhood,
adjacent to Yarmouk Camp.
The family’s 73-year-old father, Khalid AlAbdullah, has been
diagnosed with cardiovascular diseases while the mother, Dheiba,

65, is a diabetic patient. Al Abdullah family members Ilham, 48,
Anaam, 33, Yasmeen, 39, along with the latter’s six-year-old kid
Abada, have all gone missing so far.
Unverified reports said the family is being held in pro-government
penitentiaries in AlTadhamun quarter. Others said the family
members are locked up in a prison in Damascus. The family’s actual
conditions and whereabouts remain, however, shrouded in mystery.

